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Abstract

Competency-based learning has been used in training employees to acquire the necessary skills for an organization to be successful in a dynamic and ever-changing environment. One of the core activities in competency-based training is learning material acquisition. Standardization efforts have made the retrieval of educational materials, also called learning objects, easier by describing them in pre-defined metadata schema. However, the existing standardized metadata schema and practices of learning object metadata annotation do not support automatic selection of resources by specific competency requirements in the competency-based learning. We propose an ontology-based competency formalization approach as a way of representing competency-related information together with other metadata in ontology in order to enhance machine automation in resources retrieval. The approach represents competency with properties of definition, knowledge reference, evidence of proficiency, and level of proficiency. The effectiveness of resource selection from each of the properties is evaluated.
Introduction

Organizations are under increasing pressure from competitors, new products introduction, and new market entrants on a daily basis in the era of globalization. Successful businesses understand that strengthening employee attitudes and enhancing the capabilities of staff members is the key for gaining a competitive advantage (Sanchez & Heene, 2000). At the same time, individuals adjust to role changes during downsizing, merging, or organizational cultural changes (Dubois & Rothwell, 2004) in a dynamic and ever-changing world. Human resources and operation managers fully recognize that staff performance is highly correlated to the competencies they possess and the way they use competencies to achieve work outcomes (Dubois & Rothwell, 2004). Competency or competencies are the knowledge and skills that are required to perform a task successfully. In this environment, competency-based training offers a wide range of benefits. By focusing on building individual competence, it is highly customizable for the learner’s personal needs. Learners are more proactive and take initiative in finding out how to improve their existing competencies in order to reach the competencies defined by a career or by an organization. Competency-based training also helps define and clarify the expected outcomes of any strategy implementation and therefore contributes to the organization’s success. One of the cost-effective ways to provide personalized learning experience according to widely varied competency requirements is to use learning objects in multiple contexts. As a reusable resource that supports learning, a set of learning objects can be shared or reused to create different combination of instruction sequences in various circumstances fitting personal needs. Examples of learning objects include a section of a book about intangible assets appearing in a four-month as well as a one-year accounting course. Finding learning objects for competency requirements starts from looking at the metadata of learning objects. Metadata describes information about a learning object such as title, author, created date, and purpose. However, businesses that apply learning objects on competency-based training are not able to take full advantage unless learning objects are described with the competencies that they are designed for, so as to allow a machine to automatically acquire and select those with the required competencies.

Personalization by Competency Requirements

A key commonality of competency-based training is to personalize learning experience with matching resources that fit individual competency requirements of learners. One of the benefits of using learning objects in personalization is reduced cost by reusing and sharing them individually and widely from a large repository. Learning management systems add a higher level of personalization by discovering learning objects that fit personal ability and requirements, including learners’ competency requirements (Blackmon & Rehak, 2003; Martinez, 2002; Karampiperis & Sampson, 2004; Schmidt, 2004; Shen & Shen, 2004; Woelk, 2002). Learners are able to tell what they need by performing competency gap analysis based on individual existing and desired levels of skills and knowledge (Schmidt, 2004; Shen & Shen, 2004; Woelk, 2002). The difference in each learner’s experience level, education level, and requirements ensures no single learning object fits all. A number of appropriate
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